
 

 

AIA SUSTAINABLE MULTI-THEMATIC FUND

INVEST IN A 
BETTER TOMORROW

MANAGED BYA LEADING EXPERTIN SUSTAINABLEINVESTING

Achieve long-term capital appreciation 
with a bespoke sustainable multi-thematic ILP fund.



MATERIALS
Making 
manufacturing 
cleaner, greener 
and leaner

HEALTH 
Promoting 
prevention, early 
intervention and 
population 
health

MOBILITY
Enabling a 
future of clean, 
safe and 
efficient 
transport

ENERGY
Powering the 
energy 
transition to a 
lower carbon 
future

CIRCULAR
Saving virgin 
resources via 
virtuous loops 
of recycled 
waste and 
shared assets

WATER
Protecting the 
quality and 
quantity of the 
world’s water 
supplies

Investors around the world are increasingly interested in environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) issues. As the global drive towards a more sustainable future 
continues, we are witnessing positive growth in sectors that are crucial to the transition 
such as renewable energy, energy efficiency and electric vehicles.

That’s why AIA has jointly created the AIA Sustainable Multi-Thematic Fund with 
Robeco, an asset manager globally recognised for its leading expertise in Sustainable 
Investing and Thematic Investing. So we can cater to the needs of investors who wish 
to align their investments more closely with their values while also enjoying potential 
returns.

Why invest in AIA Sustainable Multi-Thematic Fund?
AIA is the first to bring a bespoke sustainable multi-thematic fund from Robeco to 
the ILP (Investment-Linked Plan) market. The AIA Sustainable Multi-Thematic Fund 
is crafted with the following three key propositions:

  Multi-thematic sustainable investing
The AIA Sustainable Multi-Thematic Fund seeks capital appreciation by 

 investing in a range of Robeco’s investment strategies that aim to capture
 structural growth opportunities in a transitioning world.

The fund invests in companies that contribute to one or more of the following 
 six sustainable themes:
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Smart Energy

Circular Economy Smart Mobility

Sustainable Water

  Measurable positive impact
The fund focuses on companies that offer products and services which provide   

 solutions to specific sustainability challenges. The outcome is a globally diversified
 portfolio that delivers sustainable financial returns over the long-term while also
 contributing to measurable positive impact.

The companies included in the six portfolios underpinning the strategy also
 contribute to one or more of the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
 (SDGs). While this is not an SDG-specific strategy, Robeco’s SDG Framework and its
 SDG scoring system do inform part of the investment selection process and can be
 used to assess contributions to the SDGs.

The diagram below shows the strategic asset allocations of our AIA Sustainable
 Multi-Thematic Fund and the SDGs that are aligned to each of the six sustainable
 themes:

Sustainable 
Healthy Living Smart Materials

AIA
Sustainable

Multi-Thematic
Fund
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* The number of trees for this campaign is capped at 4,000 trees during the period of 24 November 
2022 to 31 December 2023.

Plant-a-tree Campaign
 In 2021, AIA Singapore pledged S$5 million to the National Parks   

 Board’s (NParks) registered charity and Institution of Public Character   
 (IPC), the Garden City Fund, with the goal of planting 16,666 trees in   
 Singapore’s parks and nature areas over five years. This is the largest   
 contribution by an organisation to the OneMillionTrees movement and   
 Garden City Fund’s Plant-A-Tree programme to date.

 As part of AIA Singapore’s Green Pledge to help create more urban   
 green spaces across the city, the company will plant a tree* for each   
 customer who purchases from a select range of AIA investment-linked   
 products (AIA Pro Achiever 2.0 S$, AIA Pro Lifetime Protector II and 
 AIA Invest Easy - Cash & SRS) from 24 November 2022 to 31 December  
 2023 and invests in the AIA Sustainable Multi-Thematic Fund for a   
 period of at least six months.

Fund Information
 Annual FMC : 1.50%

 ILP Fund Manager : AIA Investment Management, sub-managed by Robeco

 Risk Classification : Higher Risk

 Managed by Robeco – a global leader in sustainable investing
Robeco is an international asset manager that has been at the forefront of sustainable  

 investing, starting with the launch of its first sustainable investing product in 1995.   
 The AIA Sustainable Multi-Thematic Fund is sub-managed by Robeco to leverage its  
 25+ years of expertise in sustainable investing.

How to apply

 AIA Sustainable Multi-Thematic Fund is available in cash or via 
Supplementary Retirement Scheme (SRS) through AIA Pro Achiever 
2.0, AIA Pro Lifetime Protector (II) and AIA Invest Easy. Speak to your 
AIA Financial Services Consultant/Insurance Representative to find 
out more.

 Existing customers of the above ILP plans may perform a fund 
switch or regular/ad-hoc top-up(s) into this fund.
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Important Notes: 

AIA Pro Achiever 2.0, AIA Pro Lifetime Protector (II) and AIA Invest Easy are Investment-Linked Plan (ILP) 
offered by AIA Singapore Private Limited (Reg. No. 201106386R) (“AIA”), which invests in ILP 
sub-fund(s). Investments in this plan are subject to investment risks including the possible loss of the 
principal amount invested. Past performance of the ILP Funds is not necessarily indicative of its future 
performance. The performance of the ILP Funds is not guaranteed and the value of the units in the ILP 
sub-fund(s) and the income accruing to the units, if any, may fall or rise. You should seek advice from an 
AIA Financial Services Consultant or Insurance Representative and read the product summary and 
product highlights sheet(s) before deciding whether the product is suitable for you.

Protected up to specified limits by SDIC. This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary 
Authority of Singapore.

The information in this advertisement is correct as at 24 November 2022.

This publication is for your information only and does not have regard to the specific investment 
objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any persons. It is intended only to be a simplified 
description of the product features applicable to these plans and is not exhaustive. It is not a contract of 
insurance and is not intended as an offer or recommendation to purchase the plan. You can find the full 
terms and conditions, details, and exclusions for the mentioned insurance product(s) in the policy 
contract.

Although the information was compiled from sources believed to be reliable, AIA does not guarantee its 
accuracy, completeness, correctness or timeliness for any particular purpose and the information and 
opinions contained may change without notice. The opinions may be formulated based on a number of 
assumptions, which may turn out to be invalid, and in reliance on the views of research teams within the 
group situated outside of Singapore. All third-party data are copyrighted by and proprietary to the 
provider. AIA and its associates, their directors, officers and/or employees may have positions or other 
interests in, and may affect transactions in the securities, instruments, currencies and other assets 
mentioned herein for themselves or their clients. Past performance figures, and any economic and 
market trends or forecast, are not necessarily indicative of future performance of any strategy or 
portfolio. Investment is subject to investment risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount 
invested. This material may only be used and/or received in accordance with the applicable laws in your 
jurisdiction.

The information in this material is provided by Robeco unless specified and presented by AIA Singapore 
Private Limited.
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1 Robinson Road, AIA Tower, Singapore 048542 Monday – Friday: 8.45am – 5.30pm  AIA Customer Care Hotline 1800 248 8000


